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Fight brewing between
Schafer and higher ed
Governor thought about removing his own appointee
How ticked off was Gov. Ed Sc hafer
when J oe Peltier, his sole appointee
on the Board of Higher Education.
made the motion to submit a " needsbased" budget at 105 percent of current spending?
"You know those keys on the typewriter?" Schafer joked with reporters .
The meaning was clear: (#(a #(%(a!!!
Schafer said he did not ask for Peltier's resignation. but the administration did review the statutes to see if
the Arthur grain elevator manager
could be removed. He couldn't.
The board's refusal to go along with
Schafer's request for a 95 percent
budget submission appears to be a legitimate, principled stance. consistent with members' constitutionally
defined duties.
But well considered? The debate at
the Dickinson meeting failed to address the political implications or
whether the public might view principle as profligacy. No one said.
"Whoa. This might not look good .
This could be getting us into an unnecessary fight." (Gene Martin of
Grand Forks. a former legislator and
departing board member, was absent.) More typical was the argument
that the board simply needed to tell
its story better about past cuts and
streamlining.
Schafer sees the board as beholden
to higher education interests. rather
than representing the public's point
of view. It's an oft-observed phenomenon from school boards on up. If the
revolution eats its young, the bureaucracy eats its parents.
Controversy seemed avoidable.
0MB Director Rod Backman and Vice
Chancellor Larry Isaak worked out a

Joe Peltier
compromise beforehand: One budget
set at 95 percent, the other reflecting
the needs. Ever since his initial call
for the minus-5 percent budget submission. Schafer has let it be known
his instructions permitted leeway.
Now he might be tempted to show
who's boss.
(Backman observes: "What I find interesting is many times the PR
spokesman. the head of the agency. or
in the case of higher ed. the individual
or individuals out there making public statements are complaining about
it. But quite often. when we sit down
with business managers of the agencies, they' re much more positive
about finding 5 percent.")
The situation might have turned
out differently had a chancellor been
available. but the position is vacant.
Isaak stayed mostly quiet after the
board started its discussions.
No telling what the imbroglio ·s impact on chancellor candidates will be,

but these kinds of fights between governors and higher education are common around the nation.
We write before the selection committee completes its reviews of the
four semifinalists to replace Doug
Treadway, so handicapping is tough .
Bob Boyd, dean of outreach programs
at UNO . is well-liked. knows the players. and has risen steadily through
the ranks. Jumping that many levels
of bureaucracy is tough. though .
Bruce Bergland, executive vice chancellor of the University of Colorado at
Denver. shows a high level of administrative experience. but has been in
one place for 21 years.
George Marx is vice chancellor for
academic affairs at the University of
Maryland system, and was the sole
candidate recruited to apply. His qualifications seem strong, although he's
pretty low key. (In an interview carried live over interactive television
across the state. he slipped and
called North Dakota both Montana
and Maryland.)
Sandra Featherman is vice chancellor for academic administration at
the University of Minnesota-Duluth .She seems to have some national
profile. She coordinates activities with
nearby two-year colleges. experience
an 11 -campus system could find useful.

She may be a little too PC for N.D.,
however. Her application stated. " I
have a very deep personal commitment to the inclusion of women, persons of color, gays and lesbians and
the differently abled , in the academy."
At Duluth. she increased the number
of minority faculty and fought for all
manner of diversity-re lated courses.
Oh yes. not an agricultural background among the bunch.
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The real story about Diane Alm:
Disagreement over comp premiums
Let's say you have a top appointee who i blunt in her
policy disagreements with you. ause a lot of political
grief. has some fervent critic in your cabinet. and shows
every igns of continuing to draw fire . If you ' re governor.
what do you do?
Stick it out for a while. encourage better performance.
and ask the appointee to avoid controversy. If that doesn't
work. well ... reach a mutual understanding about what's
best for everyone involved.
The particulars of Diane Alm 's departure as executive
director of the Workers Comp nsation Bureau remain unclear to all but those directly involved. Gov. Ed Schafer in
public has been consistently loyal to Alm. praising her accmoplishments. while acknowledging her "in your face "
approach . But Schafer must have tired of the brush fires
that flared up every so often. sing ing him at unexpected
and unwelcome times. Some of the highlights:
• The letter to employers during the 1993 Legislature
contending that the bureau was paying the attorney general's office too much for legal work. which also impugned
the motivation of Democratic legislator .
• Various personnel departure and gripes resulting
from management style.
• Resistance lo fixing extraterritorial coverage as desired by business and. by extension. S hafer.
• Dumping the third-party administrator. Sedgwick
J ames, a direct challenge lo the law and Rep. J ohn
Dorso , R-Fargo. the key legislator dealing with workers
comp. (Some labor people think Dor o· in line lo head
the bureau.)
• The overreaction to Darrell Dorg an's brief TV report

on the $28.000 hagiography di guised as an annual report.
Informed speculation holds that personal reasons Alm
cited in her resignation Jetter did play a role. If you're
wealthy. have plan for a new lake cabin in Minnesota.
and want to enjoy the grandkids. why put up with the
hassle?
Still. there must have been a final event to cause a falling out. Most likely:
Time to set annual premiums comes next month. Alm
last year wanted bigger increases - 25 percent - than
Schafer was willing to accept. since business represents
his core constituency. Schafer won the argument. leading
to an average 10 percent increase. the smallest since
1988. (Previous increases were 60 percent in 1989. 35 percent in 1990. 39percentin 1991.and 17.4percentin
1992.)
To undertake the structural reforms Alm contemplated
- that is. creation of a quasi-public corporation - it's necessary first to get a handle on the bureau's unfunded liability. The figure stood al $240 million as of June 30.
1993 .
So Alm insists on a bigger rate increase. around 30 pere nt. this year lo put a dent in the debt. Schafer isn't buying. and a parting of the way was agreed upon.
Incidently. Alm was chafer's only woman cabinet
member. although Chief of Staff Carol Olson remains a
significant figure . Political considerations probably make
it appealing to appoint a woman lo a top post someplace.
Most logical place: Board of Higher Education. Logical
choice: Mae Marie Blackmore .

Pomeroy had slow start in '92, too
Contrary to last issue's assertion.
Fargo businessman John Korsmo' s
poll figures were OK at the start of the
1992 U.S. House campaign against
then-Insurance Commissioner Earl
Pomeroy. An April post- onvention
poll by the UNO Bureau of Governmental Affairs showed Pomeroy with
a 50-31 ed 1 that year.
In contra t. now Rep . Pomeroy. DN.D.. held a 50-36 edge over late
Rep. Gary Porter, R-Minot. in a comparable poll done last month.
Porter probably enjoys greater
name recognition at this point than
Korsmo did two years ago. Still , with
50 percent in both cases, Pomeroy
has clearly not taken advantage of incumbency.
Pomeroy's new campaign manager
is Lisa Novacek, who has been
around Democratic-NPL politics for
several yea rs. She served as former
Gov. George Sinner's environment
and agriculture policy person. worked
for Sen. Kent Conrad for a while. and
then ran the party's coordinated campaign in 1992. For the last year she's
been working for a consulting firm in
St. Paul.

c H~utalk
The Pomeroy campaign plans to operate out of th Kennedy Center. th
Democrati -NPL headquarters in Bi marck. for a long as possible. perhaps all the way through the election .

Conrad and Canada
Conrad. D-N.D .. has turned his faux
pas about missiles and Canad ians to
his advantage. On April 30 in Bismarck. he received a warm standing
ovation when introduced at the North
Dakota Pharmaceutical Association's
convention.
"There must not be any Canadians
in the audience." Conrad joked. getting a big laugh .

Den of Democrats
Some Republicans are astounded
that H.C. "Bud" Wessman, executive
director of the Department of Human
Services. is giving aid and comfort to
the enemy. i.e. Democrats.

Wessman agreed to pay Kari Conrad for a study of performance standards; she's a Democratic state Senate
candidate from Minot and the cousin
of en. Conrad. Doing some of the
work was Sen . Jim Yockim,
D-Williston. whom Republicans love
to hate.
Wessman expressed urpri al the
discontent from his own party. aying
the study cost just $1.500 and both
Conrad and Yockim are well qualified
in the field. Besides, how many Republicans have degrees in social
work?
A lot of Democrats regard human
serv ices as the most crony-ridden department in the state. Wessman can't
win.

Schafer's initiatives
Gov. Ed Schafer is adept at borrowing good ideas from other states. especially those with an element of selfpromotion. The BUILD signs resemble
South Dakota's community-selfactualization program. the Dakota
Gold communities. The popular Capital for a Day program comes from a
nearby Rocky Mountain state.
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The la test booste ri ti effort i the
"Share th Spirit'" promotion borrowed almo t word-for-word from
Montana and Gov. Marc Racicot. Unveiling th e program at a news conference before he dropped the Diane
Alm bombshell. S hafer promised to
send a personal invitation to visit
North Dakota. All you have to do is
mail him names of out-of-state relatives and friends. care of the Department of Tourism. (How pe rsonal ?
Well, Schafer didn 't know whethe r
he'd sign all the letters himself. Depends on how many there are.)
The promotion includes public service announcements and large newspaper ads. all featuring a smiling
Schafer.
Meanwhile. some in the administration wonder whether the time has arrived to replace the "Welcome to
North Dakota" signs on major routes
into the state. considering their brown
drabness. If so . there's nothing to stop
Schafer·s name from appearing on
them . . . except perhaps the realization that it might offend humble
North Dakotans. Cost might become a
political concern.
Then there's the story about how
South Dakota Gov. Walter Dale
Miller had his name put up on the
signs within days of Gov. George
Mickelson' s death in the airplane
accident.

Hardening of the
arteries on health care
As was to be expected. political positions hardened as the Health Task
Force started getting down to specifics. Business interests, i.e. employers.
turned out in force at several community forums . and the atmosphere
occasionally became combative.
Business and health-care industry
opponents of both plans now on the
table could well prepare a minority
report at some point. arguing for
market-based reforms . The focus on
insurance reforms would ensure universal access. not universal coverage.
Such proposals would provide an
alternative - an out?- to Gov.
S hafer and the 1995 Legislature,
who are bound to reject an overly bureaucratic or statist heallh-care plan.
Remember, Schafer said he might propose a plan of his own ifhe disliked
the task forcP ·s recommendations.
Following the community forums.
members of the Progressive Coalition
held a Bismarck news conference to
argue that the single-payer plan was
getting inadequate attention: no members of the print media attended.

1he Intelligencer
Published by the
Grand Forks Herald
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In reality. advocate of a
government-run sy tern made their
case early and for efully. and they
be ne fited from the plan's simplicity.
Single-payer is a lot easier to undertand than the " federal compatible"
plan dependent on congressional action . But a political majority cannot
b e built in North Dakota on behalf of
the Canadian system.
So there are many rivers to cross for
the task force. which meets May 9- 11
in Bismarck. Since the Rand Corp.
has yet to co me up with hard numbers on the proposals, temptation will
arise to postpone action until the July
meeting.
Now a little national context. courtesy of the April 26 Wall Street Journal: The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has come under fire for favoring managed care in reform initiatives
it's financing. North Dakota received
S671 ,000 for its project, one ofa
dozen states to get financing from the
Princeton. N.J .. foundation .
The 4,000-mernber Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons
has attacked the foundation as antimarket. (The AAPS is to the American
Medical Association what the NFIB is
to the Chamber of Commerce.) Dr.
Jane Orient, AAPS executive director.
said the foundation wants to '"remak
Ameri an medi ine along its own
model. "
Reporter George Anders summarized: '"Foundation executives and
grant recipients say that Dr. Orient's
charges are grossly exaggerated. Still
the sudden broadside from the AAPS
appears to have touched off some
soul-searching within both the foundation and its major grant recipients
about whether the big fund is too
close to some liberal players in the
health-care debate ...
The foundation also funded a recent High Plains News Service radio
documentary on rural health care
that gained wide airplay in North Dakota.
Foundation involve m nl in politically oriented initiatives is hardly unknown in North Dakota. Th Consensus Council. now tackling legislative
reforms. is financed largely by the
Northwest Area Foundation. UND's
Children and Family Services Training Center just got S400.000 from the
St. Paul-based Annie E. Casey Foundation to set up a state affiliate of the
national KIDS COUNT network, which
is an advocate for children's services.
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Ups and downs,
but mostly ups
The Whims-0-meter makes a little
leap this month.
Pushing the meter ahead are the arrival of spring. good statewide
moisture and a record-setting economic performance.
Still, restraining influences are
holding it back:
• Winter struck back at the state
on April 26. dumping as much as 10
inches of snow on a 100-mile swath
running diagonally across the state
from Bowman to Grand Forks. To the
south of the swath , the re was rain. to
the north. high winds.
The result is good moisture in most
of the state. Only in the northeast will
farmers plant in the dust.
Impact on the Whims-0-meter: Up
two for the moisture. and the arrival
of spring.
• The economy performed well in
the first quarter of the year. setting a
new sal s record . That means more
will be collected in taxes .
But the state budget remains in precarious condition. The governor has
ordered state agencies to submit budgets making cuts of at least 5 percent
in real spending.
This has triggered a political standoff with the Board of Higher Education. which refuses to do Schafer's
bidding. The governor responded by
scheduling new interviews with candidates for appointment to the board.
A draw for the Whims-0 -meter.
• Politically. North Dakotans reacted to state conventions with a yawn.
The primary. fast approaching.
prom I e greater int re t. however.
because it has a sumed new importance. Mo t citie have combined
school board and city ele lions with
the state primary. The intent was to
save money. The unintended consequence may be to confuse voters - or
to draw more of them to the polls.
with unpredi ctable consequences.
Impact on the Whims-0 -meter:
Down 1 for political stress.
Overall impact on the Whims-0 -meter this month: Plus 1.

The Intelligencer (USPS 009525) is published biweekly by the Grand Forks Herald . 120 N. Fourth St. , Grand Forks, N.D.
58203. Subscriptions are $44 a year . Second-class postage paid at the Grand Forks post office. POSTMASTER : Send
address changes to The Intelligencer, Box 6008, Grand Forks, N.D. 58206-6008. To subscribe, send payment to Box
6008. Grand Forks. N.D. 58206-6008. For assistance, call : (701 ) 780-1200. Toll-free : (800) 477-6572. Editorial staff: In
Grand Forks, Randy Bradbury (701) 780-1138. Fax : (701) 780-1123 . In Bismarck, Carter Wood , Press Room , State Capitol , Bismarck, N.D. 58505. (701) 258-2612. Fax : (701 ) 258-2612. Contents may not be reproduced without permission .
Copyright 1994, Grand Forks Herald .
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Tax breaks won't
bring N.D. oil
back from its bust
With prices as low as they are. it's
hard to see how any tax relief can
spur oil production in North Dakota.
At $14 or $14 .50 per barrel. you 'd
have to hand out refunds for every
well drilled to get any activity.
Nevertheless. some in the industry
are looking at recent legislation in
Montana as a sign that more tax relief
could be sellable in North Dakota.
Gov. Ed Schafer's Capital for a Day
in Williston on May 3 gave them an
opportunity to talk about the subject.
The Montana Legisiature met to cut
budgets in a De ember special session after a referral drive repealed tax
increa es. Yet at the same time. representatives for Meridian Oil and Shell
Western Exploration and Production
pitched the tax breaks to encourage
new production. It pays to get organized.
The bill was carried by Rep. Bob
Gilbert, a Republican from the border
town of Sidney. Several Democrats
protested the tax cuts as favors for
special interests even as other budgets were getting cut. arguments similar legislation would encounter in
North Dakota.
The big focus was on horizontal
drilling. a bright spot in an otherwise
dim market. (Unfortunately for a lot of
th smal l-time ind p ndents. th e
high-tech drilling operations are prohibitively expen ive.)
Here's a summary of what Montana
did:
• A 12-month exemption on a net
proceeds tax to local governments for
new wells was extended to 18 months
on horizontal wells drilled between
Jan. 1. 1994. and Dec.31.2002. The
12-month holiday on vertical wells remained.

• The local government severance
tax or net proceeds tax, was lowered
from 8 .4 or 7 percent. respectively. to
5 percent on additional production
from new or expanded secondary recovery projects using water-flooding
technology. The state severance tax
dropped from 5 to 3 percent on this
additional production.
• The local governme n t severance
tax or net proceeds tax fe ll from 5 or 7

L R,siness beat
percent. respectively. to 3 .3 percent
on additional production from new or
expanded tertiary recovery. The state
severance tax rate dropped from 2 .5
to 2 percent on the related production.
The incentives are uspended if the
price of West Texas Intermediate
crude rises to $30 per barrel for a
quarter.
Apparently the in entives did hav
an impact. The two previously mentioned companies have plans lo drill
100 horizontal wells ove r the next
three or four years. Meridian began
drilling a horizontal hole on Feb. 14
in Fallon County. a region next to
southwestern North Dakota.
Yet North Dakota already has many
similar incentives in place. For instance. certified enhanced oil recovery
projects pay no extraction tax for five
years for secondary recovery and l 0
years for tertiary recovery. after which
the rate falls to 4 percent. But perhaps holidays could be extended.
The fact of the matter is that oil's
boom busted a long lime ago. and it'
hard to ee any international d velopments ahead that could revive it. Even
if Armageddon erupts. so much infrastructure and brainpower has left the
industry. a revival would take years.
The permanent bust carries significant imp lications for the state. not
only from a budgetary standpoint.
The industry employs younger folk in
the oil patch. people necessary for an
industry to survive.
And a weakened industry makes it
slightly easier to sell the idea of wilderness or otherwise protected land
in the Badlands. Building a coalition
with ranchers was absolutely necessary to forestall the "Badlands on
the Brink" proposals backed by environmental groups.
Finally. the industry's decline
means the state continues to tilt east.
politically and economical ly.
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L F ortnightly u pda te
North Dakota ranks near the bottom in terms of the amount of toxic
pollution released into the environment. An estimated total of 1.9 million pounds of toxins was released in
1992. The top North Dakota polluter.
by volume: Minn-Oak Farmers Co-op
of Wahpeton. a sugar beet processor.
which released 564.000 pounds of
unspecified toxins . . .. Flooding was
history across most of the state except
around Devils Lake. which was full
and could. with additional precipitation. top protection barriers in some
areas .... Falkirk Mining Co. will add
half a mile to Highway 200 near Underwood when it moves part of the
road in order to mine coal under the
current roadway. The company will
pay for the highway re-routing . ...
Philip Conn was named president of
Dickinson State University. Conn.
currently a vice president at Central
Missouri University, was a finalist for
the combined presidency of Mayville
and Valley City state universities .. ..
Th Ce n us Bureau estimates that
North Dakota's population will grow
from 636.000 in 1993 to 719.000 in
2020. but eve n with the growth the
state will fall from the 4 7th most populous to 48th .. . . The Bank of North
Dakota posted earnings of $1 7.5 million in 1993. down from $22.3 million in 1992 but still the second-highest earnings in bank history. . . .
North Dakota ranked second in the
nation as a good place for kids, according to a statistical survey conducted by KIDS COUNT . . . . So far, 61
doctors from 26 states have contributed money to the U.S. Senate campaign of Republican Ben Clayburgh.
a Grand Forks orthopedic surgeon . . . . Another pasta plant is in
the works. A group calling Itself the
Farmer Choice Pa ta Co-op. based in
Leeds. plans to build a plant that
would produce specialty pasta . . .. A
report by Attorney General Heidi
Heitkamp concluded that there are
serious problems at the Wahpeton Indian School. including drug and alcohol abuse by students and physical
abuse by some faculty. but an investigation did not result in any criminal
charges . . . . The last KC-135 air refueling tanker left Minot Air Force
Base. The tankers had been stationed
at the base for 30 years. . . . North
Dakota will be forced to transfer Sl .2
million in federal road construction
and maintenance funds to safety programs because the state does not
have seat belt or motorcycle helmet
laws. . .. Rep. Cathy Rydell, R-Bismarck. will be executive director of
the North Dakota Medical Association. replacing former state House
Speaker Vern Wagner, who retires
July l after 27 years.

